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Introduction
With advances in artificial intelligence (AI) it is now possible 

to detect psychological trauma and suicide risk among emergency 
medical services (EMS) personnel-emergency medical technicians 
(EMTs) and their higher educated counterparts, paramedics.  The 
purpose of this conceptual paper is to relay how such detection 
is possible through data and analysis mined from multiple 
information sources. This paper, while addressing the technological 
components, is not meant to delve much into specific mathematical 
formulas or programming code, rather it is a “10,000 foot” view of 
the problem and solution.

The Problem
In the U.S., posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is present in 

8-8.7% of the general population American Psychiatric Association 
[CC1] [1].  Among paramedics and firefighters this range is much 
more extreme with 4.34-30% of paramedics Alexander, et al. [2-
10] and 7-37% of firefighters Berger, et al. [11-12] suffering from 
PTSD.  These statistics are important because PTSD is among the  

 
top four mental health conditions associated with suicide Bolton 
[13]. According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
[14], there were over 47,000 suicide deaths in the U.S. in 2017.  In 
fact, in that same year, there were more suicides than deaths due to 
fires National Fire Protection Association [15], traffic accidents Na-
tional Highway Transportation Safety Administration [16] murders 
Federal Bureau of Investigation, [17] or severe weather Nation-
al Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration [18]. When it 
comes to emergency medical responders, the rate of suicide deaths 
is significantly higher than that of the general public Caulkins [19].

Husserl [20] developed the theory of phenomenology, that 
is, events and situations in life are experienced differently from 
person to person.  A paramedic and EMT team may go to a call for a 
22-year-old woman struck and killed by a vehicle.  The paramedic 
may overly identify with the tragedy because he has a 22-year-old 
daughter of his own, whereas the EMT may be less affected because 
she is single with no children.  Everyone has their own individual 
perfect storm of circumstances that result in psychological trauma 
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or suicide Caulkins [21].  The formation of this perfect storm is a 
series of chaotic and often non-linear events that a well thought out 
AI can detect much easier Alexandridis [22]. The risk of incurring 
psychological trauma with a higher likelihood of suicide is much 
higher among EMS personnel that the public Caulkins [21].  Saving 
those who save others is of paramount importance and is akin to 
puting one’s own oxygen mask on before helping the person next to 
them in a flight emergency. Something must be done, and AI holds 
part of the answer.

Concept
My concept consists of an AI program, which is part of a system, 

that interfaces with internet databases, a smart phone application 
(app), physiological monitoring, electronic patient care reports 
(ePCRs) written after each patient contact, and the computer-aided 
dispatch (CAD) system.  The AI uses knowledge of evidence-based 
risk factors to analyze data, thereby recognizing potential psycho-
logical trauma encountered by the individual EMS provider.  The 
five components the AI draws information on include the following.

Internet Databases

In the U.S, there is a wealth of data collected on suicide and 
related phenomena from various governmental agencies.  This 
includes, but is not limited to, information available from the CDC, 
state departments of health, the Substance Abuse and Mental 
Health Services Administration (SAMHSA), and the Department 
of Veteran’s Affairs (VA).  Information available for retrieval 
includes suicide rates by state and county, crude mortality rates 
of suicide, methods of suicide, rates of suicidal thoughts, number 
of suicide attempts, and much more.  All of this data can be sliced 
demographically by age, race, ethnicity, sex, etc.

App

An app is downloaded on to the EMS provider’s smart phone or 
can be accessed via a tablet device or directly through an internet 
web browser.  The bulleted personal information below is collected.  
The EMS provider enters data that is pertinent to themselves and 
select information that is also about their family members.  This 
information is confidential and may only be seen by a non-employer 
system administrator.  EMS providers must have confidence in the 
confidentiality of the system, or this major system component will 
be jeopardized.

1. Adverse Childhood Event Details

2. Abuse History

3. Birth Date

4. Children’s Birth Date(s)

5. Criminal Victimization 

6. Date Started in EMS

7. Education Level

8. Marital Status

9. Mental Health History

10. Physical Health History 

11. Race/Ethnicity

12. Sex

13. Sexual Orientation

14. Significant Other’s Birth Date

15. Veteran Status

Additionally, after the EMS provider drops the patient off at the 
hospital and goes back into service for another call, the app will 
ask the EMS provider after the call (as known by referencing CAD), 
what their level of distress is on a 0-10 scale, with 10 being the most 
distressed. These linear numeric scales lend themselves well to 
multiple linear regression statistical techniques, which are covered 
more in depth later in this paper.  The work partner or supervisor 
of the EMS provider will also be able to notify their perception of 
the EMS provider’s distress as well. This notification option could 
also extend to close family members who note concerning behav-
iors.  There would be plausible deniability in that one would be 
unable to know whether the AI algorithms picked up on distress in-
dependently of others or whether other’s reports prompted the AI. 

Physiological Monitoring

 There is a variety of wearable technology that measures heart 
rate, respiratory rate, and even brain waves (electroencephalograms 
or EEGs) and circadian rhythms.  EMS providers would be equipped 
with a form of wearable technology that collects this data.  There are 
many devices including watches, waist bands, and head gear.  When 
a person is stressed, respiration quickens, heart rate increases, and 
sleep cycles may be disrupted. Physiological monitoring is being 
used successfully in the military Friedel, et al. [23,24] and provides 
translatable results that can be applied to emergency responders.  

ePCRs

Every time as EMS provider assesses or treats a patient, a 
patient care report (PCR) must be written.  While there are likely 
some holdout ambulance services that have not gone to ePCRs 
yet, many services have made the investment.  In the ePCR is a 
wealth of data on, the EMS crew’s actions, and the particulars of the 
incident. The ePCR consists of check boxes, numerical entries, and a 
narrative.  Patient contacts will be considered on an individual and 
aggregate basis.

CAD

The computer-aided dispatch system (CAD) tracks calls for 
service, length of time on the call, special notes, etc.  This may 
include law enforcement directions/requests, any warnings about 
the location or patient, frequency of 9-1-1 calls for EMS to the 
location and/or patient, EMS crew members responding, number 
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of times the crew has encountered this particular patient, amount 
of time spent with a patient, and much more.

Artificial Intelligence Function
Overall, the job of the AI system is to pull data from the four 

sources and synthesize and analyze the information in search 
of evidence and probability of psychological trauma and/or risk 
of suicide. The system assesses any time new data is introduced.  
Psychological trauma is defined as any symptoms present in the 
constellation of diagnostic criteria for any number of trauma re-
lated maladies specified in the American Psychiatric Association’s 
[1] Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-V) 
but does not necessarily have to meet the threshold for formal di-
agnosis.  The objective is to recognizing compounding symptoms 
before the psychological trauma reaches a formal diagnostic level. 
This AI system is a digital health intervention, defined as “a discrete 
functionality of digital technology that is applied to achieve health 
objectives and is implemented within digital health applications 
and ICT [information and communications technology] systems...” 
World Health Organization [WHO] [25].  As such, continued compli-
ance with WHO guidelines is highly recommended. 

Upon identification of potential psychological trauma or suicide 
risk, the AI sends a private message to the EMS provider and anoth-
er designee.  The designee may be a supervisor or person responsi-
ble for mental health initiatives—this may include employee assis-
tance program (EAP) personnel or member of a peer support team.  
The message to the EMS provider states, “We believe you may have 
recently suffered some level of psychological trauma.”  Resources 
for mental health, coping strategy suggestions, and links to help-
ful articles will accompany the message.  The message received by 
the designee will state, “There is reason to believe that [employ-
ee name] has recently exposed to a situation with the potential for 
psychological trauma.  We recommend you touch base with [em-
ployee name] as soon as practical.”  This message will include infor-
mation on how have dialogue about psychological trauma, mental 
wellness, and suicide. Also included will be referral numbers and 
helpful website links.

Configuration

The AI is composed of a neural network, which is modeled on 
the human neurological system Alexandridis [22].  As such, this 
type of AI is capable of classifying information, learning, and fault 
tolerant-storage that confers  protection from a failure in the system 
because of redundant back-up of information on many computers 
and devices Crump et al. [26,27].  When it comes to psychological 
trauma, a failure in the system could result in mortality or significant 
morbidity.  This AI incorporates a wavelet neural network, which 
has three layers to it—the input, hidden, and output (p. 61).  
Explanatory variables are fed into the input layer, which are given 
a probability scoring in the hidden layer until reaching a threshold 
level as determined by the neural network, and then sent on to the 
output layer to produce the warning that psychological trauma may 
have occurred and/or there is an elevated risk of suicide. 

Individual Case Analysis 

Because of the uncertain and subjective nature of psychological 
trauma, the AI  utilizes fuzzy modeling, which is based on a theory 
by Zadeh [28] that considers information that often, usually, or 
sometimes results in a particular outcome Doumpos [29]. This is 
combined with the concept of outranking whereby x is more likely 
than y to cause z Fodor, et al. [30,31]. I propose using outranking 
in that given v, x + y is more likely to cause z than y alone.  We 
determine probabilities based on the evidence-based findings of 
researchers publishing on psychological trauma, suicide, and other 
related phenomena.  The AI calculates using Bayesian logic, which 
works backwards, also referred to as backpropagation, from a 
potential given event—such as psychological trauma or suicide—
and calculates the probability of various factors in causing that 
situation Ding Su, et al. [32,33]. Bayesian models have an evidence-
based track record in proving the relative risk of suicide within 
geographic boundaries Mahaki, et al [34]. (Figure 1) is a graphic 
depiction of the neuro net configuration.  Input is received from 
the data sources and sent to the hidden layer.  At the hidden layer, 
Bayesian logic is applied and if the predetermined threshold is 
achieved, the input progress to the output layer to trigger the AI to 
act on the identified concern.

 Figure 1: Neural Network Configuration.

Aggregate Analysis

The AI will synthesize and analyze the aggregate data from 
all individual cases and search for trends that apply to the whole.  
This analysis will be used to inform threshold values in the hidden 
layer (Figure 1) of the neural network when the individual is first 
entered into the system.  Until aggregate data is available, Bayesian 
logic will be set at a number reached by the expert consensus of 
suicidologists.  Expert being defined as a person in the field who 
has studied, researched, and presented on suicide and related 
phenomena intensively for a minimum of ten years Ericsson [35].  
This manual construction will be necessary until automatic learning 
from the Bayesian analysis becomes robust enough Horný [36].

Learning

Neural nets and connection weights between neurons are 
adjusted by means of backpropagation. Backpropagation provides 
respectable self-learning self-adaptation, and ability to generalize. 
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Unfortunately, backpropagation has a poor rate of convergence, 
gets at minimum thresholds easily, and has problems processing 
complex or gradient information Ding, et al. [30].  For this reason, 
a genetic algorithm will be applied and incorporated with in the 
neural network.  This algorithm searches globally through the 
information and performs an analysis on known outcomes entered 
into the system via the app or system administrator (p. 154).  
There has been success in utilizing a genetic algorithm and neural 
network together, which could very likely accelerate the AI learning 
process Stastny, et al. [37,38].

A series of logistic and/or linear regressions can be run to 
refine the probability matrices and self-adjust thresholds.  For 
instance, a paramedic enters a 10 on a 10 scale of distress for 
a pediatric drowning call and at the same time it is noted by his 
wearable technology that his breathing and pulse rate increase 
150% of his normal baseline.  The system pulls the factors into a 
binary logistical regression and produces a probability unique to 
that paramedic and adjusts his threshold value for these types 
of calls. The dependent variable is a binary proposition, such as 
psychological trauma incurred or not, suicidal ideation or not, 
suicide attempt or not, and suicide death or not.  Psychological 
trauma can be further parsed, such as compassion fatigue or not, 
acute stress disorder or not, and PTSD or not. The AI can also 
calculate a linear regression using the distress score, heart rate, or 
other linear data as the dependent variable.  Potential factors are 
the independent variables.  The purpose of the linear regression 
is to determine what factors are correlated to the numerical rise 
of the dependent variable Field [39]. In the way of an example, it 
may be that distress increased in proportion to time spent with a 
critically injured or ill patient.

Conclusion
Psychological trauma and suicide disproportionately affect 

those working in the emergency medical services field.  Helping 
emergency responders will increase their chance of saving lives 
of the public and better prevent serious disability.  An artificial 
intelligence system pulling from multiple sources of data can be 
an important tool in the rapid and early detection of psychological 
trauma and suicide risk in emergency responders.  The optimal 
system is capable of the continuous and immediate analysis of 
the probability of dangerous EMS provider distress.  The system 
utilizes expert consensus supported by research to establish initial 
parameters until it is capable of self-learning.  The system monitors 
individuals and the workforce.  AI can save those who save others, 
and the time to start is now.
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